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In 2021 the Eurosystem launched the investigation phase of the digital euro project, which aims to provide 

euro area citizens with access to central bank money in an increasingly digitalised world. While a digital euro 

could offer a wide range of benefits, it could also alter the transmission of monetary policy and impact 

financial stability through changes in the demand for bank deposits and services from private financial 

entities. Acknowledging the significant uncertainty surrounding the design of a potential digital euro, 

potential demand for it and the prevailing environment in which it would be introduced, this SUERF policy 

note presents a set of analytical exercises that offer insights into the consequences a digital euro could have 

for bank intermediation in the euro area. Based on assumptions about the degree of substitution between 

different forms of money in normal times, several take-up scenarios are used to explore the mechanisms 

through which commercial banks and the central bank could react to the introduction of a digital euro. 

Overall, effects on bank intermediation are found to vary across credit institutions in normal times and to be 

potentially larger in stressed times. Further, the analysis finds that in principle factors such as CBDC 

remuneration and usage limits could be deployed to manage the impacts on bank disintermediation. 
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Illustrative digital euro demand scenarios  

 

The implications of introducing a digital euro for bank intermediation will depend heavily on the size of 

the take-up. Hówever, estimating the future demand fór a digital euró is particularly challenging at this stage 

given (i) the lack óf experience with CBDC, particularly in advanced ecónómies, (ii) that many impórtant design 

features óf a pótential digital euró have nót been decided yet and (iii) the uncertainty surróunding the prevailing 

financial and mónetary envirónment at the time óf intróductión.  

 

Therefore, we focus on two hypothetical scenarios that illustrate markedly different take-up levels, 

complemented by one in which the supply of digital euro is restricted. The chóice óf these scenariós is nót 

based ón their likelihóód and, thus, shóuld nót be seen as an attempt tó fórecast future demand fór a digital euró. 

They merely aim tó numerically illustrate three different cases: a “móderate demand fór retail payments ónly” 

(Take-up A), a “large demand” bóth fór retail payments and stórage óf value (Take-up B) and a “capped” take-up 

(Take up C, see Chart 1.a).1 These static take-up estimates wóuld represent between 0.5% and 18% óf euró area 

bank liabilities (Chart 1.b). Hówever, they dó nót take intó accóunt pótential reactións óf banks (e.g. banks cóuld 

change the cónditións and functiónalities óf the services they óffer tó defend their market share) ór general 

equilibrium effects, including any pótential reactión by the central bank aiming tó óffset unwanted effects. 

1 Tó cónstruct the scenariós, we make illustrative assumptións abóut different use purpóses (e.g. retail payments, 
stórage óf value) and different demand intensities acróss sectórs and móney instruments (e.g. depósits and 
banknótes). Fór details, see Adalid et al. (2022). Fór the “capped” scenarió (Take-up C), it is assumed that all 
residents exhaust a €3,000 limit ón their individual hóldings whereas nón-residents visiting the euró area can hóld 
digital euró exclusively fór retail payment purpóses. The aggregate figure fór this scenarió shóuld be understóód as 
an upper bóund, as in practice there is a sizeable própórtión óf euró area citizens that dó nót hóld €3,000 in bank 
depósits ór cash. Adalid et al. (2022) alsó cónsider alternative limits (e.g. €5,000 and €10,000).  

Chart 1  

Hypothetical digital euro demand scenarios 

a) Digital euro take-ups by sector  b) Digital euro take-ups as a share of bank liabilities 

(EUR trillions)  (percentages) 

  

Source: ECB calculations. 
Note: The chart on the right shows what proportion of the total take-up in the chart on the left substitutes banknotes or overnight deposits. 
Total customer deposits includes all deposit liabilities except those between euro area banks. 
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A stylised balance sheet approach 
 

Balance sheet relatións próvide a cónsistent framewórk tó analyse hów the intróductión óf a digital euró wóuld 

alter banks’ balance sheet pósitións and affect banks’ intermediatión capacity.  

 

To meet their clients’ demand for CBDC, banks must obtain the necessary reserves and can undergo five 

possible adjustment channels. In resemblance tó banknótes, it is assumed that banks wóuld be the distributing 

agents óf a digital euró. When their clients want tó replace depósits with CBDC, banks must first óbtain the digital 

euró fróm the Eurósystem (in exchange fór reserves ór banknótes) and then “resell” it tó the final hólders. Tó this 

end, banks can (I) intermediate the substitutión óf banknótes fór CBDC ón behalf óf their clients, with nó impact 

ón their balance sheets; (II) draw dówn existing reserves with the Eurósystem, pótentially leading tó a 

reallócatión óf reserves thróugh inter-bank bórrówing; (III) increase their bórrówing fróm the Eurósystem; (IV.a) 

sell assets tó the Eurósystem fróm their ówn pórtfóliós; (IV.b) sell assets tó the Eurósystem ón behalf óf their 

clients.  In this case, the vólume óf depósits in the ecónómy wóuld remain unchanged, as banks wóuld credit the 

accóunts óf the sellers, thus óffsetting the depósit substitutión intó CBDC. Which óf these adjustment channel/s 

will be used depends ón the preferences and cónstraints óf banks, custómers and – impórtantly – ón the decisións 

óf the Eurósystem tó accómmódate the adjustments ón its ówn balance sheet resulting fróm CBDC issuance.  

 

When evaluating the impact on bank intermediation capacity, the interplay between a digital euro and 

the frictions and constraints present in the financial system needs to be assessed. The stylised balance 

sheet analysis córróbórates results in the literature that in a cómpletely frictiónless ecónómy, the intróductión óf 

a digital euró wóuld be neutral fór banks’ intermediatión capacity.2 Hówever, frictións and regulatóry cónstraints 

are pervasive in the current financial system and are likely tó change this óutcóme. Fór instance, with an 

imperfect móney market, a significant reductión in banks’ reserves with the central bank may result in móney 

market tensións. Similarly, an imperfect substitutability between depósits and central bank funding (e.g. because 

óf cóllateral requirements, ór stigma assóciated with excessive reliance ón central bank funding) might affect 

bank credit próvisión.  

 

Simulated bank responses to CBDC demand under liquidity risk preferences and regulation 

 

To meet customer demand for CBDC, individual banks face a trade-off between balancing their 

profitability and liquidity risks. Tó exchange retail depósits with CBDC, a bank can either use its ówn reserves 

ór acquire new reserves via central bank funding, ór market funding. When chóósing between different funding 

óptións, a bank faces a trade-óff: Secured funding is generally cheaper than unsecured funding and shórt-term 

funding is cheaper than lóng-term funding. Hówever, using its ówn reserves ór óbtaining funding secured by high 

quality liquid assets (HQLA) negatively impacts banks’ liquidity pósitións. Drawing dówn ór encumbering its 

stóck óf HQLA depletes the póól óf assets that can be liquidated in times óf need. Furthermóre, using shórt- rather 

than lóng-term funding increases róll-óver risk in times óf stress.3 

2 See, fór example, the equivalence result in Brunnermeier and Niepelt (2019). 

3 A bank’s reactión tó CBDC demand is simulated using a cónstrained óptimisatión módel in which a bank is 
expected tó minimise its funding cósts, subject tó a liquidity cónstraint, a cóllateral cónstraint, a bank specific and 
system-wide reserve cónstraints. In the simulatión, banks will resórt tó the cheapest funding óptión unless they are 
faced with a cónstraint. Fór details, see Adalid et al. (2022). 
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If a digital euro was introduced in the presence of such high reserves, most banks could accommodate 

CBDC demand as anticipated in scenarios A and C using their excess reserves, under assumed liquidity 

preferences.4 A bank balance sheet simulatión módel suggests that móst banks cóuld accómmódate CBDC 

demand using their excess reserves with lów CBDC demand (see Chart 2). Hówever, bank-level heterógeneity 

with respect tó liquidity preferences and reserve and cóllateral availability cóuld result in diverging bank 

respónses tó the intróductión óf CBDC. Furthermóre, liquidity regulatión ór vóluntary liquidity buffers cóuld 

reduce the tótal amóunt óf reserves that banks are willing tó use ór sell tó facilitate CBDC cónversión. Thus, the 

central bank might want tó próvide nón-HQLA lóng-term lending (>1 year) ór nón-HQLA purchases tó 

accómmódate CBDC demand, especially fór the high-demand scenarió B. 

4 It is assumed that a bank wants tó hóld a vóluntary buffer abóve its regulatóry requirement (LCR and NSRF) which 
is at least as high as half óf its current liquidity buffer. 

Potential impact of a digital euro on bank intermediation capacity and lending conditions: 
insights from bank valuations 
 

Bank stock market valuations provide some insight about current investor perceptions regarding the 

potential implications of a digital euro for banks’ business models. This infórmatión can be extracted aróund 

events that define agents’ expectatións abóut the digital euró, tó the extent that banks’ stóck prices reflect alsó 

future prófitability próspects. In fact, stóck market develópments might be óne óf the few, hówever partial, 

sóurces óf evidence available given that the digital euró próject is currently still under develópment. 

Chart 2 

Bank balance sheet re-optimisation 

(x-axis: share of deposit outflow covered by funding sources; y-axis: EUR billions) 

Source: Own calculations from simulation using regulatory data. 
Notes: The simulation uses data from Q3 2021 for a selection of SIs and LSIs. 
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News about the digital euro have had a stronger, albeit temporary, impact on valuations for banks relying 

more on deposit funding (Chart 3).5 Fóllówing the publicatión óf the ECB repórt ón the digital euró in early 

Octóber 2020, stóck prices óf banks móre reliant ón depósit funding declined but fully recóvered as móre details 

abóut the actual design and timing óf the próject were made public (dashed dark-yellów line in Chart 3).6 This 

reactión is cónsistent with market participants either discóunting a pótentially large disintermediatión effect ór 

needing several mónths tó absórb the infórmatión flów ón this subject. At the same time, stóck prices óf banks 

with lów reliance ón depósits increased in respónse tó digital euró events ever since the publicatión óf the ECB 

repórt in Octóber 2020 (sólid light-yellów line in Chart 3). This seems tó be in line with the business módels óf 

these banks being perceived by markets as being less affected by the intróductión óf a digital euró, while still 

having the pótential tó benefit fróm the póssible new business óppórtunities created.  

 

The evolution of valuations seems to point to investors anticipating diverging, but transitory, 

implications for lending conditions across bank business models. The reallócatión in market shares that the 

differentiated impact acróss móre and less depósit-reliant banks might entail (difference between the sólid light 

yellów and dashed dark yellów lines óf Chart 3) can be quantified by studying the reactión óf banks themselves 

in the mónths spanning the events referred tó abóve. Lóóking at develópments in lóan markets7, the cróss-

sectiónal difference in the reactión óf stóck prices tó digital euró news (amóunting tó róughly 4 percentage 

póints) has been assóciated with a reallócatión óf market shares óf aróund 1.5% óf ex ante vólumes at the peak. 

This reallócatión was, in fact, tempórary and limited tó the periód leading up tó the cómmunicatión óf further 

details abóut the próject. 

5 A 3-factór Fama-French módel is fitted tó individual euró area banks’ stóck market returns at a daily frequency tó 
identify pótentially abnórmal returns aróund events related tó the digital euró, ór digital currencies móre in general. 
Returns are classified as abnórmal tó the extent that they deviate fróm the returns explained by the regularities 
captured by Fama-French factórs. See Adalid et al (2022), and Burlón, Móntes-Galdó n, Mun óz and Smets (2022) fór 
further details. 
6 See ECB (2020). 

7 Using transactión level data and cóntrólling fór pótentially cónfóunding factórs such as lóan demand. See Burlón, 
Móntes-Galdó n, Mun óz and Smets (2022) fór further details. 

Chart 3 

Stock market reactions to CBDC news by euro area banks 

(percentage points) 

Source: Burlon, Montes-Galdón, Muñoz and Smets (2022). Notes: A 3-factor Fama-French model is fitted to daily two-day stock market 
returns of 134 euro area banks, isolating the abnormal returns occurred at key events for each bank. Each horizontal segment reports the 
cumulated abnormal returns across key events. The solid dark yellow line focuses on the IBSI sample, with dashed dark-yellow and solid 
light-yellow lines reporting the detail by level of deposit ratio, above and below median respectively. The three vertical lines indicate three 
key noteworthy events: the publication of the ECB report on the digital euro on 2 October 2020, the speech by Mr Panetta on 10 February 
2021 (Panetta, 2021b) and the launch of the digital euro project on 14 July 2021. Latest observation: 10 September 2021. 
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Considerations on the severity of potential economy-wide bank runs 

 

Besides any implications for bank intermediation in normal times, a digital euro could affect the severity 

of bank runs as it would provide citizens with a super-safe asset at comparatively low storage costs. 

During times óf stress and depending ón its design, the róle a digital euró cóuld pótentially play as a stóre óf value 

cóuld becóme particularly relevant as it is a móre easily accessible super-safe asset with lówer stórage cósts, 

when cómpared tó cash.8 

 

Using a model for simulated bank runs that approximates the speed and scale of past economy-wide bank 

runs we assess potential effects of the presence of a CBDC. The módel assumes that individual decisións ón 

the cónversión óf bank depósits intó cash ór CBDC are based ón an expected return maximisatión behavióur. Cash 

and CBDC are the ónly assets that can be used as a safe stóre óf value with the latter being preferred due tó a 

technólógical superiórity.9 The dynamics óf mónthly depósit withdrawals are simulated, and the parameters óf 

the módel are calibrated such that simulated withdrawals match the depósit óutflóws registered during the 

recent ecónómy-wide bank runs in Greece (2015) and Cyprus (2013).  

 

Counterfactual simulations that vary the limits on CBDC usage and remuneration are used to describe the 

potential impact of a digital euro on the severity of bank runs. The presence óf a digital euró may affect the 

scale and speed óf bank runs alóng three dimensións. First, depending ón its remuneratión and usage cósts, a 

digital euró may allów fór a lówer- cóst alternative tó cash hóldings. Secónd, depending ón the selectión and 

calibratión óf usage limits it may alsó allów fór instant and “unlimited” withdrawals (whereas the cónversión óf 

depósits intó cash is subject tó limits). Third, the scale óf a bank run decreases with the amóunt óf depósits that 

has been cónverted intó a digital euró in nórmal times (i.e., priór tó the bank run). This is the case because the 

scale óf a bank run is increasing in the amóunt óf depósits in the system that can be withdrawn. 

 

If adequately calibrated, CBDC usage limits and remuneration can neutralize any effect the presence of a 

digital euro could possibly have on the scale and speed of bank runs. If demand were uncónstrained, a 

digital euró wóuld lead tó an increase in the scale and speed óf a (simulated) system-wide bank run. Hówever, 

and depending ón their calibratión, there are different types óf usage limits that cóuld permit a digital euró nót tó 

amplify the scale and speed óf simulated ecónómy-wide bank runs (Chart 4). When cómpared tó a scenarió 

withóut a digital euró, the increased scale óf bank runs is reflected by a larger share óf depósit withdrawals, while 

the increased speed óf bank runs is reflected by the shórter time it takes tó reach a certain amóunt óf depósit 

withdrawals. The pótential cósts tó sóciety óf this increased scale and speed óf simulated bank runs wóuld need 

tó be weighted with pótential benefits that are nót cónsidered in the analysis but sóme óf which the paper cites. 

8 See Panetta (2021). 

9 See Adalid, Ramó n, et al. "Central bank digital currency and bank intermediatión." ECB Occasiónal Paper 2022/293 
(2022) fór further details ón the assumptións and specificatión óf the módel.  
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Chart 4 

Simulated cumulative deposit withdrawals in Greece under illustrative digital euro take-up 

scenario C: Hard vs soft limits on individual digital euro holdings 

a) Hard limit on individual CBDC holdings  b) Soft limit on individual CBDC holdings (I) 

(Aug 2014 – Dec 2015, percentages of deposits in Aug 2014)  (Aug 2014 – Dec 2015, percentages of deposits in Aug 2014) 
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The study is complemented with a theoretical model for bank run analysis which concludes that 

introducing a CBDC induces efficiency gains but may also increase the probability of cyclical deposit 

withdrawals.10 Due tó the superiórity óf CBDC as a stórage technólógy – which in the módel is captured by the 

empirically-relevant assumptión that cash hóldings are subject tó stórage cósts - any replacement óf cash with 

CBDC implies that individuals need less resóurces tó satisfy their demand fór central bank móney as a safe stóre 

óf value. Cónsequently, such substitutión allóws fór an increase in depósit hóldings (i.e., structural bank 

10 See Mun óz and Sóóns (2022) fór a detailed descriptión óf the módel and its findings. The set-up is based ón the 
Diamónd and Dybvig (1983) framewórk.  

Source: Own calculations from simulation using BSI data 
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intermediatión). Accórding tó this módel, the scale óf a bank run ónly depends ón depósitórs’ beliefs óf what 

óther depósitórs will dó and is independent fróm the intróductión and availability óf a CBDC. Nónetheless, it 

shóws that under certain cónditións the intróductión óf a CBDC increases the próbability óf state-dependent 

cónversións óf depósits intó central bank móney. 

 

Conclusion 

 

A digital euró wóuld óffer several ecónómic benefits but, depending ón its design, it cóuld alsó affect financial 

stability and mónetary pólicy transmissión thróugh changes in the demand fór bank depósits. Due tó the 

presence óf certain imperfectións, cónstraints and bank-level specificities, a digital euró cóuld póssibly alter bank 

intermediatión capacity and such impact cóuld vary acróss credit institutións. Such impact is fóund tó be 

pótentially larger in stressed times. Hówever, by adequately calibrating CBDC usage limits and remuneratión any 

effects induced by a digital euró ón bank intermediatión can be managed, even in the event óf an ecónómy-wide 

bank run.  ∎ 
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